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Breaking news : the remaking of journalism and why it matters now / Alan
Rusbridger
The power of eight : harnessing the miraculous energies of a small group to
heal others, your life, and the world / Lynne McTaggart
The path between us : an Enneagram journey to healthy relationships /
Suzanne Stabile
The more beautiful world our hearts know is possible / Charles Eisenstein
Seven types of atheism / John Gray
Winners take all : the elite charade of changing the world / by Anand
Giridharadas
Coming of age at the end of nature : a generation faces living on a changed
planet / edited by Julie Dunlap and Susan A. Cohen ; foreword by Bill
McKibben
Don't make me pull over! : an informal history of the family road trip /
Richard Ratay
No one tells you this : a memoir / Glynnis MacNicol
Forget having it all : how America messed up motherhood--and how to fix it
/ by Amy Westervelt
Works. Selections;Twilight of the American century / Andrew J. Bacevich
Network propaganda : manipulation, disinformation, and radicalization in
American politics / Yochai Benkler, Robert Faris, Hal Roberts
The job : the future of work in the modern era / Ellen Ruppel Shell
Maid : hard work, low pay, and a mother's will to survive / Stephanie Land ;
foreword by Barbara Ehrenreich
The simple path to wealth : your road map to financial independence and a
rich, free life / JL Collins
The power of zero : how to get to the 0% tax bracket and transform your
retirement / David McKnight
Refinery29 money diaries : everything you ever wanted to know about your
finances... and everyone else's / Lindsey Stanberry
The habit of turning the world upside down / Howard Mansfield
What would Mrs. Astor do? : the essential guide to the manners and mores
of the Gilded Age / Cecelia Tichi
Complete Brazilian Portuguese. Beginner to intermediate course / Sue TysonWard, Ethel Pereira De Almeida Rowbotham
Never home alone : from microbes to millipedes, camel crickets, and
honeybees, the natural history of where we live / Rob Dunn
Gut reactions : the science of weight gain and loss / Simon Quellen Field
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A doctor's dozen : twelve strategies for personal health and a culture of
wellness / Catherine Florio Pipas, MD, MPH
The Dubrow diet : interval eating to lose weight and feel ageless / by
Heather Dubrow & Terry Dubrow M.D., F.A.C.S
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Becoming supernatural : how common people are doing the uncommon /
Dr. Joe Dispenza
The mindful way to a good night's sleep : discover how to use dreamwork,
meditation, and journaling to sleep deeply and wake up well / Tzivia Gover
The courage to rise : using movement, mindfulness, and healing foods to
triumph over trauma / Liz Arch
Creating sanctuary : sacred garden spaces, plant-based medicine, and daily
practices to achieve happiness and well-being / by Jessi Bloom ; with photos
by Shawn Linehan
Whole beauty : daily rituals and natural recipes for lifelong beauty and
wellness / Shiva Rose ; photographs by Ngoc Minh Ngo
Content marketing for nonprofits : a communications map for engaging your
community, becoming a favorite cause, and raising more money / Kivi
Leroux Miller
Celtic art : symbols & imagery / Miranda Green
Belonging : a German reckons with home and history / Nora Krug
The birth of loud : Leo Fender, Les Paul, and the guitar-pioneering rivalry
that shaped rock 'n' roll / Ian S. Port
How to be alone : if you want to, and even if you don't / Lane Moore
Hang time : my life in basketball / Elgin Baylor with Alan Eisenstock
The mamba mentality : how I play / Kobe Bryant ; foreword by Pau Gasol ;
introduction by Phil Jackson ; photographs and afterword by Andrew D.
Bernstein
The year of the pitcher : Bob Gibson, Denny McLain, and the end of
baseball's golden age / Sridhar Pappu
The incomplete book of running / Peter Sagal
Where I live : new & selected poems, 1990-2010 / Maxine Kumin
Essays. Selections;No time to spare : thinking about what matters / Ursula K.
Le Guin ; introduction by Karen Joy Fowler
She lived, and the other girls died : essays / Kirsti Sandy
A chill in the air : an Italian war diary, 1939-1940 / Iris Origo ; introduction by
Lucy Hughes-Hallett ; afterword by Katia Lysy
Enemies in love : a German POW, a black nurse, and an unlikely romance /
Alexis Clark
On desperate ground : the Marines at the reservoir, the Korean War's
greatest battle / Hampton Sides
Beirut rules : the murder of a CIA station chief and Hezbollah's war against
America and the West / Fred Burton and Samuel M. Katz
19 minutes to live - helicopter combat in Vietnam : a memoir / by Lew
Jennings ; edited by Anneke Jennings
To Obama : with love, joy, anger, and hope / Jeanne Marie Laskas
The case for impeaching Trump / Elizabeth Holtzman
The apprentice : Trump, Russia and the subversion of American democracy /
Greg Miller
Where we go from here : two years in the resistance / Bernie Sanders
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House of Trump, house of Putin : the untold story of Donald Trump and the
Russian mafia / Craig Unger
Cruising New Hampshire history : a guide to New Hampshire's roadside
historical markers / Michael A. Bruno
Way back when : the early history of the First Congregational Church of
Rindge, New Hampshire, 1758-1820 / by Margaret Gorts Morabito
All the best, George Bush : my life in letters and other writings / George
Bush
Invisible : the forgotten story of the black woman lawyer who took down
America's most powerful mobster / Stephen L. Carter
Fashion climbing / Bill Cunningham ; preface by Hilton Als
Where does it hurt? : the story of a New England country doctor / Aubrey V.
Gould
Handel in London : a genius and his craft / Jane Glover
Being John Lennon : a restless life / Ray Connolly
Cog days : a boy's life and one tragic summer on Mt. Washington / Joseph
W. McQuaid
Eva Peron;Evita / Nicholas Fraser and Marysa Navarro
Inheritance : a memoir of genealogy, paternity, and love / Dani Shapiro
Undaunted : surviving Jonestown, summoning courage, and fighting back /
Jackie Speier

